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Abstract
In this paper we will focus on the lexical-semantic relations in the German wordnet GermaNet. It has been shown that wordnets suffer
from the relatively small number of relations between theirlexical objects. It is assumed that applications in NLP and IR, in particular
those relying on word sense disambiguation, can be boosted by a higher relational density of the lexical resource. We report on research
and experiments in the lexical acquisition of a new type of relation from a large annotated German newspaper corpus, i.e.the relation
between the verbal head of a predicate and the nominal head ofits argument. We investigate how the insertion of instancesof this relation
into the German wordnet GermaNet affects the overall structure of the wordnet as well as the neighbourhood of the nodes which are
connected by an instance of the new relation.

1. Introduction
Wordnets are a valuable lexical-semantic resource used
with many NLP applications and techniques (cf. Morato
et al. (2003)). The main characteristics of wordnets are the
organisation of lexical units into synsets and the connection
of both lexical units and synsets by lexical-semantic rela-
tions. In this paper we will focus on the lexical-semantic
relation types. The types of lexical semantic relations
which can be found in nearly all wordnets are a) synonymy;
b) antonymy; c) hypernymy / hyponymy; d) holonymy /
meronymy; e) troponymy ; f) causation; g) entailment; h)
pertainymy. We call these relations the classical relation
types. Many NLP applications which use wordnets as a
lexical resource draw on information about the semantic
relatedness or similarity of lexical units which co-occur in
documents. These applications view wordnets as graphs in
which the synsets are the nodes and the relations between
these objects are the edges. Semantic relatedness or sim-
ilarity between synsets and lexical units (in the following:
lexical objects) is measured by the length of the shortest
path which connects the lexical objects1. It has been shown
recently that wordnets suffer from the relatively small num-
ber of relation instances between their lexical objects (cf.
Boyd-Graber et al. (2006)). It is assumed that applications
in NLP and IR, in particular those relying on word sense
disambiguation, can be boosted by a lexical-semantic re-
source with a higher relational density and, consequently,
shorter average paths between the lexical objects. In this
paper, we report on research in the lexical acquisition of a
new type of relation from a large annotated German news-
paper corpus. We focus on the relation between the ver-
bal heads of predicates and the nominal heads of their ar-
guments. We investigate how the insertion of instances of
this relation into the German wordnet GermaNet affects a)
the overall structure of the wordnet and b) the neighbour-

1Budanitsky and Hirst (2006) give an overview of methods by
which the shortest path between any two lexical objects has been
calculated.

hood of the nodes which are connected by an instance of the
new relation. In particular, we will observe the decrease in
the sum total of all path lengths connecting the nodes. To
achieve this, we calculate the shortest paths between any
two synsets and present the sum total as well as the distri-
bution of these path lengths. We compare the measures for
the original wordnet and the wordnet with new relation in-
stances added. The impact of the new relation instances on
the sum and distribution of path lengths serves as a bench-
mark for the efficiency of several acquisition methods.
We expect the introduction of new, non-classical relations
between concepts to have a positive impact on applications
which draw on measurements of semantic relatedness be-
tween concepts.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: we start with
an overview of related work; in section 3. we describe the
corpus which we have used for our acquisition experiments,
in section 4. the acquisition methods are described. Sec-
tion 5. is devoted to the experiments with the extended Ger-
maNet and their outcomes. We finish the paper with a sec-
tion in which we draw conclusions and outline future work.

2. Related Work
The work on which we report in our paper is an example
of acquisition of lexical-semantic descriptions with the aim
of structurally enriching a lexical-semantic resource. Re-
search in the acquisition and integration of new synsets
aims to reduce the amount of time-consuming and error-
prone manual work required to extend these resources.
Snow et al. (2006) and Sang (2007) present highly effi-
cient approaches to this task. They exploit the fact that tax-
onomic relations between lexical objects are reflected by
distributional patterns of these lexical objects in corpora.
This kind of research, however, is not in the scope of this
paper. Instead, we deal with the introduction of relation in-
stances between synsets which are already included in the
wordnet, and in particular with instances of a new type of
relation. This relation type connects verbal predicates and
their nominal arguments.
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Research in the (semi-)automatic detection and integration
of relations between synsets has boomed in recent years.
These activities can be seen as a response to what Boyd-
Graber et al. (2006) identify as a weakness of the Prince-
ton WordNet: “WordNet, a ubiquitous tool for natural lan-
guage processing, suffers from sparsity of connections be-
tween its component concepts (synsets).” Indeed, the num-
ber of 68,000 relation instances connecting 53,312 synsets
and 76,563 lexical units in GermaNet is surprisingly low
and needs to be increased. We assume that similar ratios
between objects and relations characterise many wordnets.
An entire task of the latest SEMEVAL competition has been
dedicated to the detection and classification of semantic re-
lations between nominals in a sentence (cf. Girju et al.
(2007)). This line of research, however, is targeted at the
detection of classical lexical-semantic relations like hyper-
onymy and at relations between words of the same part of
speech (i.e. nouns). We intend to introduce a new syn-
tagmatic relation which relates verbal predicates with their
nominal arguments.
Some effort has been made to introduce non-classical,
cross-category relations into wordnets. Boyd-Graber et al.
(2006) introduce a type of relation which they call ”evoca-
tion”. This relation expresses that the source concept as a
stimulus evokes the target concept. In other words, this is a
mental relation which cuts across all parts of speech. This
makes the approach different from ours, since we use cor-
pus data instead of experimental data and we acquire what
is in the texts rather than what is in the human mind. The
relation we introduce is syntactically motivated, which is
not the case in the experiment on which Boyd-Graber et al.
report.
Amaro et al. (2006) intend to enrich wordnets with abstract
predicate-argument structures, where the arguments are not
real lexical units or synsets but rather abstract labels like
INSTRUMENT. They aim at a lexical-semantic resource
which supports the semantic component of a deep parser.
Therefore they introduce a level of abstraction in the cate-
gorisation of the arguments. This is not what we intend to
do.
Yamamoto and Isahara (2007) extract non-taxonomic, in
particular thematic relations between predicates and their
arguments. They extract these related pairs from corpora
by using syntactic relations as clues. In this respect their
work is comparable to ours. Also their aim, i.e. improving
the performance of information retrieval systems with this
kind of relation, is comparable to ours. However, they do
not use the extracted word sets to include them in a word-
net.
Closest to ours is the work of Bentivogli and Pianta (2003).
Their research is embedded in the context of machine trans-
lation. Seen from this perspective, the almost exclusive rep-
resentation of single lexical units and their semantic prop-
erties is not satisfying. They therefore propose to model
the combinatoric idiosyncrasies of lexical units by two new
means: a) the phraset as a type of synset which contains
multi-word lexical units and b) syntagmatic relations be-
tween verbs and their arguments as an extension of the tra-
ditional paradigmatic relations. Their work, however, fo-
cuses on the identification and integration of phrasets. They

only resort to syntagmatic relations where the introduction
of a phraset would not otherwise be justified. We take the
opposite approach in that we focus on the introduction of
instances of the verb-argument relation and resort to the in-
troduction of phrases only in those cases where it is not
possible to ascribe an independent meaning to one of the
lexical units (cf. section 4.).

3. The corpora
For the acquisition experiments we use theTübingen Par-
tially Parsed Corpus of Written German(TüPP-D/Z). This
corpus contains approximately 11.5 million sentences and
204,661,513 lexical tokens. It has been automatically an-
notated using the cascaded finite state parserKaRoPars(cf.
Müller (2004)). Four levels of syntactic constituency are
annotated: a) the lexical level, b) the chunk level, c) the
level of topological fields, and d) the clausal level. Parse
trees are quite flat in TüPP-D/Z. Due to limitations of the
finite state parsing model, the attachment of chunks re-
mains underspecified. Major constituents are annotated
with grammatical functions (cf. fig. 1. The example sen-
tence translates to:We need to sell the villas in order to
pay the young scientists.). The relevant information for the
extraction of verb-object pairs, most importantly the anno-
tation of topological fields and of noun chunks with gram-
matical functions, is present with sufficient accuracy. From
the example above, the pairsbrauchen, Villenverkaufand
bezahlen, Nachwuchswill be extracted.
The results of the automatic linguistic analysis, however,
have not been corrected manually, due to the size of the
corpus. Therefore we have to choose an acquisition method
which is not sensitive to errors in the annotation.

4. Acquisition methods used
Starting from the linguistically analysed and annotated cor-
pus which we have described above, we extracted two types
of syntactically related word pairs: a) verb-subject (e.g.un-
tersuchen, Arzt– examine, doctor) and b) verb-direct object
(e.g.finden, Weg,– find, way).
While the spectrum of possible subjects of a verb turned out
to be much broader and heterogeneous, verb-object pairs
were more readily identifiable and recurrent. Even in sce-
narios in which associations are arrived at on the basis of
evocation, it is interesting to observe that, for instance,
Schulte im Walde (2006) found a higher number of asso-
ciations arrived at by humans between verbs and their di-
rect objects than between verbs and their transitive or in-
transitive subjects. Therefore we focused our work on the
analysis of verb-object pairs.
In order to rank the word pairs, we measured their collo-
cational strength, which we consider to be a good indica-
tor for their semantic relatedness. Two common measures
– mutual information (MI) (Church et al., 1991) and log-
likelihood ratio (often referred to asG2 (Dunning, 1993))
– are used and compared in our experiments. Mutual infor-
mation can be regarded as a measurement of how strongly
the occurrence of one word determines the occurrence of
another; it compares the probability of, for example, two
words occurring together with the probability of observing
them independently of one another. Log-likelihood ratio
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Figure 1: Parse tree of a TüPP-D/Z sentence

compares expected and observed frequencies as might be
expressed in a contingency table, a 2 by 2 table where the
four cell values represent frequency of wordx occurring
with word y, x and noty, not x and y and finally notx
and noty, i.e. the number of observations where neither
word appears. The benefits of log-likelihood over mutual
information are outlined by Kilgarriff (1996) and by Lem-
nitzer and Kunze (2007) who argue that mutual informa-
tion overemphasises rare terms in a corpus, whereas log-
likelihood ranks frequent pairs higher, but also delivers re-
liable results when the occurrence of certain words or bi-
grams in a corpus are rare.
In order to compare both measures, we took the first 100
entries from the lists of MI-ranked andG2-ranked word
pairs, after having cleaned these lists, and inserted them
manually into GermaNet. Before we selected these word
pairs, we had to clean the lists of pairs which we did not
want to insert into the wordnet. We removed a) pairs with
wrongly assigned words due to errors in the linguistic anno-
tation and b) pairs with words which did not have an entry
in GermaNet. We further removed collocations and (parts
of) fixed expressions as well as support verb constructions.
We consider it to be inappropriate to represent (semi-)fixed
expressions by relating their elements. Instead, we will en-
code these expressions in a way which has been sketched
by Bentivogli and Pianta (2003). They encode, for exam-
ple, noun-preposition-noun expressions as one unit rather
than by relating their elements to each other.
The 100 highest ranked of the remaining word pairs were
inserted into the wordnet manually. Inserting the word pair
involved a manual disambiguation step: all words were
mapped to the correct synsets. Semi-automatic insertion
of the new relation instances would require reliable word
sense disambiguation which is not yet available for Ger-
man. In the following we report on experiments in which
we calculated the global and local impact of the new rela-
tion instances.

5. Experiments
5.1. Network-global effects of adding relations
If a verb imposes strong selectional preferences on the ob-
jects it takes, the semantic fields that the verb and the object
denote are usually closely related to each other as well. A
good example for this are verbs of digestion, such aseat,
which take concepts from the semantic field offoodas their
objects in the vast majority of all cases. In the first set of ex-
periments, we examined network-global effects of adding a
new relation between a verb and an object which belong to
a pair that was deemed to be of good quality according to
some measure, as described in the previous section. Given
that the verb-object pair was good, the new relation explic-
itly connects two closely related semantic fields that had
not been connected before, one field in the verb part, and
the other field in the noun part of the network. Increas-
ing the relational density by adding a new relation alters
the global topology of the network in such a way that the
total length of all shortest paths between all concepts is de-
creased due to the new “shortcuts” between verb and noun
semantic fields. Furthermore, our hypothesis is that the bet-
ter the verb-object pair, the more the total path length de-
creases.
The baseline for all experiments was GermaNet version 5.0.
GermaNet contains multiple top nodes that correspond to
the most general semantic concepts in their respective word
class, called unique beginners, which are not connected to
each other. We added a new artificial top node and edges
that connect the unique beginners via the artificial top node.
In this way, the existence of (an albeit long) path between
any two verbs and nouns was guaranteed in the baseline net-
work2. We conducted five experiments with five different
sets of input data. Each set consisted of a list of 100 verb-
object pairs (with the exception of one data set, which only

2By adding the artificial top node and the connecting edges,
GermaNet is turned into a connected graph.
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Figure 2: Plot of cumulative path lengths. The values on
the X-axis are the number of pairs added, the values on the
Y-axis are the cumulative path length.

contains 44 pairs). For all pairs, new relations were suc-
cessively added to GermaNet. These relations connected
the synset that corresponds to the verb with the synset that
corresponds to the noun. After each addition, we computed
the cumulative length of all shortest paths in the network.
The data set for the first experiment,Experiment G-
LogLik , was acquired by extracting verb-object pairs from
the TüPP-D/Z treebank, and then calculating the log-
likelihood ratio for each pair. The 100 top ranked pairs
were considered in the experiment. ForExperiment G-
MI , we used the same verb-object pairs, but this time we
used the 100 pairs ranked top according to mutual infor-
mation. Since this list contained many pairs that didn’t
make much sense intuitively, we conductedExperiment
G-MI-Filtered with a manually filtered list of 44 plausi-
ble pairs. Additionally, we performed two baseline exper-
iments. Experiment G-Random is based on 100 verb-
object pairs randomly selected from GermaNet.Experi-
ment G-Generalcontains 100 verb-object pairs taken from
the most general layer of synsets in GermaNet. Our hypoth-
esis was that the cumulative path reduction would be higher
when relations corresponding to semantically meaningful
pairs are added to GermaNet.
Figure 2 shows that our hypothesis does not prove true. The
highest reduction of cumulative path length occurs inEx-
periment G-General, while the other data sources yield
largely similar results. This leads to the conclusion that
on the network-global level, changes of cumulative path
lengths are only determined by general effects of increased
network density, but not by additional effects of the seman-
tic relatedness of the newly connected subnets.

5.2. Local effects of adding relations

In this experiment, we introduced the relation instances one
at a time. The settings are as follows: lets1 and s2 be
two synsets andR(s1; s2) the new relation instance con-

necting the two synsets. Further, letSPb be the shortest
path betweens1 ands2 before the insertion ofR(s1; s2)
and letSPa be the shortest path betweens1 and s2 af-
ter the insertion ofR(s1; s2). By definition, the length of
the shortest path betweens1 ands2 after the insertion of
(SPa) is 1 (see figure 3). We calculate the path reductionPRs1;s2 as the result ofSPb � SPa. We now takeS1 andS2, the sets of all synsets which are in the two subtrees
rooted bys1 ands2 respectively; in other words, we take
all the hyponyms, the hyponyms of these hyponyms and so
forth. We calculate the path reductionPRsm;sn for each
pair sm 2 S1; sn 2 S2. The sum of all path reduction val-
ues is the local impact caused by the new relation instance.
We calculated the sum total of the path reduction values for
the 100 most highly ranked pairs according to the MI andG2 statistics. Table 1 shows the average cumulative path
reduction value for both statistics.

method average PR value
MI 2762.04G2 15867.38

Table 1: Cumulative path length reduction, average of 100
word pairs for both MI andG2.

From these figures we can infer that: a) there is a consid-
erable local impact of the new relation instances; b) the
impact of the word pairs extracted byG2 is much higher
than that of the pairs extracted byMI , which was expected
given that MI ranks pairs of infrequent words and therefore
more specialised words higher.

Root

UB 1 UB 2

s1 s2

s... s... s... s...

Figure 3: Local path reduction between two synsetss1
ands2. The dashed path is the old path, the new relationR(s1; s2) is depicted by the thick line betweens1 ands2.

6. Conclusions and future work
We have shown that the insertion of new, cross-categorial
relation instances has no global impact, but a visible local
impact. Words which have been far away from each other in
the net now become neighbours. We expect that the linking
of words of different categories will improve the usefulness
of wordnets for applications such as information retrieval,
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summarisation and anaphora resolution. We also expect an
impact on the task of word sense disambiguation. Words
might better be disambiguated bythe company they keep.
Most of the semantic relatedness measures reported by Bu-
danitsky and Hirst (2006) are, however, not sensitive to
cross-categorial relations. We therefore see more potential
in a combination of an extended wordnet with measuring
semantic relatedness by random graph walks (cf. Hughes
and Ramage (2007) for details).
We have currently inserted around 600 new relation in-
stances of the verb-object types. In the near future we will
investigate the impact of the new relation on the perfor-
mance of semantic information retrieval and on anaphora
and coreference resolution.
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